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- Definition of a Police
- Two broad frameworks

- Consensus v. conflict
- Consensus Perspective

- An agency of a community or government that is responsible for
maintaining public order and preventing and detecting crime.

- Conflict Perspective
- An agency of a community or government that is responsible for

protecting the interests of people or maintaining the status quo.
- A Different View

- The most important feature of police work
- A force centered definition

- Egon Bittner:
- The police role is unique because they are able to use

non-negotiable force, if necessary, to handle all kinds of
emergencies

- A Force Centered Approach
- Carl Klockars

- Police have to be defined by means rather than by ends
- Police are individuals or institutions who claim a right of coercive

force
- Legitimacy (Legality)
- Territory
- Police are individuals or institutions given the general right to use coercive

force by the state within the state's domestic territory.

- Police Roles and Functions
- Protect and Serve
- Ensure Social Stability
- Enforce the law
- Maintain the status quo
- Order maintenance
- Services

- Myths of Policing
- Police are predominantly crime fighters
- If we put more police officers on the street then we will have lower crime rates
- Police use of force on a regular basis

- Realities of Policing
- Complex and Ambiguous roles
- No connection between the police/citizen ratio and crime rate
- Police have little or no effect on crime
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February 24, 2022

The Diversification of the U.S. Police:
- Traditional profiles
- U.S police have diversified greatly since 1970s
- We now have more:

- Racial minority officers
- Female officers
- Better educated officers (5.4% graduate; 30.2% bachelor; 51.8% associate)

Advancing Diversity in Law Enforcement:
- Forces for change

- Community and political pressure
- The composition of the police department should reflect the composition

of the community it serves
- Legal justification

- The Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972
- Employment discrimination suits against PDs

- Court order eliminating tests or procedures
- Court-ordered affirmative plan

Selection:
- A “multiple hurdle” procedure

- Status tests (citizenship, driver license, residency, age, education, military
service…)

- Physical tests (agility, H-W proportionate, vision, medical)
- Mental test (intelligence/knowledge/aptitude: written, psychological)
- Morality tests (background investigation, drug, polygraph)
- Communication tests (oral board)

Shades of blue: A review of the hiring, recruitment and selection of female and minority police
officers Donohue (2019):

- A review of 34 articles (2000-2018) related to hiring, recruitment, and selection of women
and minority officers in the U.S. police agencies

- Four Key themes
- Organizational factors/predictors
- Motivations to become a police officer
- Screening process barriers
- Effective recruitment design

Organizational factors/predictors:
- Internal factors

- police/prop ration
- Informal affirmative action programs
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- Crack “blue curtain of silence”
- Perform integrity tests

- Effective supervision
- Personnel recruitment and selection

- External Control Strategies
- Mobilizing public opinion
- Special investigating commissions
- Federal criminal prosecution
- Civilian review

Use of Force:

Focus Question:
- Why is the use of force the core of police work?

Use of Force as the Core of Police Work:
- What defines police, what distinguishes police from other occupations, is that we give

police the very general right to use force when the situation calls for it.
- This awesome authority has to be constrained. It means that police are only allowed to

use necessary force.

What We Know about Police Use of Force:
- With substantial confidence

- Police use force infrequently
- About 1 - 2% of all police-citizen encounters, depending on the definition
- Less than 20% of all arrests
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April 21, 2022

Police-Community Relations:
- Definition of PCR

- Mainly refers to the relations between the police & racial/ethnic minority
communities.

- Why?
- Police seldom have the same types of problems as white communities
- DIsparities based on race/ethnicity in the CRJ system - African Americans

are 13% population, 31% arrested, 49% in prison

Public Attitudes toward the police:
- The vast majority of Americans have a generally positive attitude toward the police in

their community
- People generally rate the police more favorably than many other professions, such as

teachers, bankers, journalists, lawyers, elected officers (senators, congressman), and
union leaders.

- Racial minorities, particularly blacks, consistently rate the police less favorable than
whites, but still, give the police a generally favorable rating.

- The Detroit Exception: A survey of Detroit residents found that more African
Americans (71%) were satisfied with the police than whites (52%). Why?

- Young people give the police a less favorable rating than older people.
- Poor people, less educated people, and crime victims rate the police lower than other

Americans.
- Evaluations of the police vary somewhat from city to city.
- Public attitudes toward the police have been stable over time.

- High-profile cases did affect citizens' rating of police.
- The most commonly expressed dissatisfaction with police performance is a desire for

more police protection and aggressive field practice.
- Aggressive patrols can reduce crime, but can result in problems.

Police Perceptions of Citizens:
- Officers do not have accurate perceptions of attitudes toward the.

- May exaggerate the sense of citizen hostility
- Suspicion and hostility toward the public are elements in an officer’ “working

personality”
- Cultural and linguistic barriers have profound effects

- Sources of police attitudes
- Selective contact

- Low income, racial minorities have more contact
- Selective perception

- Most contacts are civil
- Officers remember unpleasant incidents more often than uneventful ones
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